Welcome to Thompson Library – Law resources

Undergraduate law text books and other resources are available on the ground floor Core Collection. Law materials are classified between 340 and 349 so the collection is kept tightly together (reference materials and pamphlets are alongside loanable materials) and there are lots of study spaces nearby.

Law reports, statutes and encyclopaedic works are available in the Thompson Book Store which is accessed beyond the Main Collection, again this is on the ground floor. All Law periodicals can be found in the Thompson Bookstore too.

It is worth remembering that most of the materials needed by law students are available electronically. If you cannot find the materials you need, please ask.

The Thompson Library is open 24/7. Please remember to bring your student card to gain access to the library all of the time and to gain access to the building and library during self-service opening.

A small collection of resources to support the LPC course remain in Ashley 2. These materials will be used as teaching resources.